Seminole, Pole Chiefs
To Be Picked By Board
By DAN HACKETT
Seminole and Orange Pole bands will be chosen in the future by an lnformational board that selects Alligator officials, with the same requirements that the band is a result of Executive Council action instead of the proposed constitutional amendments.
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Frolics To Feature Selection Of New Miss UF, April 29-30

With spring Friday only two more events where Miss University of Florida pageants are to be held on April 29-30, will be announced. Ralph Martin and Franklin Williams will be on hand with the Fort Lauderdale.
He keeps up with 440,000 customers

* "If you think this is easy, just try it. It's easy to say..." I don't think I started working in a modern accounting department when I was young."

I trained for about a year and a half in different phases of telephone accounting. Then I was placed in charge of the section which operated the toll operators."

I managed about 50 people in my group with a supervisor overseeing us. That's to keep a running record of monthly changes for all exchanges in Central Massachusetts. That comes to 440,000 different customers."

Vigilante reports their bills as soon as possible and they keep their charges to a minimum."

I've had my share of trouble. Once I had a bill for $1000."

I've never been able to match the sales of any of my competitors."

For more pure pleasure... SMOKE CAMELS!

No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!
Salary Raises Should Come First

In the hurry and confusion that most necessarily accompanies a session of the Legislature, Florida's teachers and professors make too little note of the important point that raises salaries for professors. Earned during a session when Florida's teachers and professors are away from their responsibilities, they are, by the time salaries are raised for the rest of Florida's citizens, marked off as one of the outstanding per cent below the average paid.

Would this be a good time to raise fees and salaries for the University of Florida? With Florida among the 30 largest of all universities, and with enrollment mounting each year, and faced with heavy tax demands, the university must, naturally, look to general operating funds and buildings.

Glory Over, But Salt Has Made Its Mark

The week as atomic bombs were exploding was a week in which the University of Florida was coming closer to formality and the German and the Chinese Civilizations, nevertheless, took one giant step forward.

While physical facilities most of course are expanded, the time has come when the University of Florida should hand in a positive report with respect to other institutions and business in respect to the university.

Time and again professors are made at home on the business of the university. What the professor in any university wants is to be able to perform his duties.

Buildings can be constructed in a certain amount of time, but it takes time to fill them. If buildings are to be filled, then it must be possible to provide the necessary personnel.

The university, we are glad to say, is moving forward. Buildings can be constructed in a certain amount of time, but it takes time to fill them. If buildings are to be filled, then it must be possible to provide the necessary personnel.

Florida Needs a Naval ROTC Unit

The establishment of a Naval ROTC unit for Florida State University would open to the state a new avenue of military training for its students and is, the result, to be highly advantageous to the welfare and general prosperity of the state.

Another Blow to Academic Freedom

The tradition of academic freedom suffered a severe jolt in the University of Florida as a result of recent events. The fact is that academic freedom and the tradition of academic freedom have never been more threatened.

This is the moment when the university community must take up the task of warding off the threats and the forces that are seeking to undermine academic freedom.

Military College On Campus

The establishment of a Naval ROTC unit for Florida State University would open to the state a new avenue of military training for its students and is, the result, to be highly advantageous to the welfare and general prosperity of the state.

A Newspaper is a Fine Animal

The Florida Alligator, the University of Florida's student newspaper, is a fine animal. It is well-organized, well-managed, well-written, well-distributed, and well-read.

But it is not without its problems. The problem of the Alligator is not a problem of content, but of the lack of sufficient funds to publish it.

The Alligator is a fine animal, but it is not without its problems. The problem of the Alligator is not a problem of content, but of the lack of sufficient funds to publish it.
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Gardens, Bok Tower, and *wok-4

Union Plans Outing To Cypress Gardens

The Florida Student Union, which will operate an outing to Cypress Gardens on Friday, April 15, has announced that tickets will be sold at the Union Office in Room O7, Florida Union Hall, on Monday, April 11, Wednesday, April 13, and Thursday, April 14.

Orientation Counselor

The planning committee for the outing has announced that all students who wish to attend the outing must purchase tickets in advance. The cost of the outing will be $5.00 per person, which includes transportation and admission to Cypress Gardens.

Applications

Applications for the orientation counselor position at Cypress Gardens must be submitted to Room O7, Florida Union Hall, by Friday, April 15. The position is open to all students who are interested in assisting with the orientation program.

Board office in Room O7, Florida Union Hall, on Monday, April 11, Wednesday, April 13, and Thursday, April 14.
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Florida Golfers Idle; Meet Alabama May 3
Frosh Play Patrik

The Florida golf team will take for slightly over two weeks and
nearly the University of Alabama in a dual engagement at Athens,
May 9. Pairings of the No. 1 and No. 2 spots that are the
inexperenced men that will receive the full weight of the
University of Florida's strength this week.
Next week's meet will be a dual
match between the two teams at the University of Alabama's course.

Rollins Nine Invades
To Begin Weekend
Home-and-Home Set

(The Florida Sun) Rollins
Nine Invades To Begin Weekend Home-and-Home Set. There are
nine men's teams that will meet in the Florida-Sage University of
Tennessee (B) meet at Rollins.

The meet is scheduled for May 5 and 6.

Florida Softball Team Victory
Over Golden... Softball On Tap For Next Week In Orange, Blue

With the fast approaching intercity game, Florida State, which
recently defeated Rollins, will play host to the contest against the
Golden Bears from the California League.

Florida softball team is expected to send its squad to attempt
a victory over the Golden Bears.

The meet is scheduled for May 5 and 6.
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